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Cover to reinforcement – getting 

it right: use of spacers and chairs, 

and tying of reinforcement

Chris Shaw concludes his two-part guide to achieving the speci ed 

concrete cover to reinforcement by examining the  xing and application 

of spacers and chairs, and tying of reinforcement to BS 7973.

Introduction
Reinforced concrete is the most 

commonly used structural material 

around the world. It is essential to the 

performance of reinforced concrete 

structures that the speci ed cover 

to the reinforcement is achieved 

during their construction. The correct 

positioning of the steel reinforcement, 

either bar or welded fabric, is crucial in 

achieving the design performance of 

the structure, both in terms of durability 

and integrity.However, for many years, there 

was no published national guidance 

in the UK on how to achieve the 

speci ed cover, which in many cases 

was not met. BS 7973:2001 1 is the 

result of over 50 years of research, 

development, and application of the 

requirements in actual structures. 

The standard is applicable to the 

construction of both in situ and precast 

reinforced concrete elements.

Part 1 of this article 2 described the 

product performance requirements 

for spacers and chairs in accordance 

with BS 7973-1. Part 2 (following BS 

7973-2) now addresses the  xing and 

application of spacers and chairs, and 

the tying of reinforcement.

Impact of reinforcement 

detailing on cover

The detailing of the reinforcement is 

particularly important, and designers 

should follow the Standard method of 

detailing structural concrete (4th ed.) 3.

Flexible detailing of reinforcement 

should always be used, and single 

bars extending the full length between 

 xed faces of the concrete should be 

avoided because they can reduce the 

speci ed cover signi cantly. In addition, 

reinforcement at right angles to the 

edge of a slab should be  xed by 

locating the bar with the speci ed end 

cover and tying it from that end inward.

Tolerances 4 in the formwork 

dimensions can also reduce the cover, 

Professional guidance  Cover to reinforcement (part 2)
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ëFIGURE 1:
Six types of ties

but ‘ exibly’ detailed reinforcement 

can overcome this problem. Correct 

detailing and tying of the reinforcement, 

together with the selection and use 

of the correct spacers and chairs, 

can ensure that the speci ed cover is 

achieved.When scheduling reinforcement links 

(e.g. shape code 51 and similar in BS 

8666:2020 5) in beams and columns, 

an additional 5mm should be deducted 

from dimensions A and B to allow for 

tolerances in the reinforcement and 

formwork, and reduce the possibility of 

the speci ed cover not being achieved.

Reinforcing bars wired together and 

welded steel fabric to BS 4483:2005 6

behave diff erently when subject to 

construction loads. Welded steel fabric 

reinforcement to BS 4483 is produced 

in four ranges of preferred types: A, B, 

C and D.BS 7973 is applicable to types A393 

to A142, B1131 to B283, and C785 to 

C385. Fabric types A98, B196, C283, 

D49 and D98 are not suitable for 

supporting foot traffi  c.
Tying of reinforcement

Reinforcement needs to be tied 

together to prevent displacement of 

the bars before and during the pouring 

of concrete and its curing. Sheets of 

welded steel fabric also require tying 

together. The spacing of ties for slabs, 

beams, columns, foundations and 

walls is given in BS 7973-2.
TABLE 1: Which tie to use

Member

Type of tie to be used

Slabs

Slash

Walls

Ring slash or crown

Beams and columns

Crown or hairpin
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éFIGURE 2: ‘A’ 

spacers in accordance 

with BS 7973

íFIGURE 3: 
Cementitious line 

spacers in accordance 

with BS 7973
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The ties are used for diff erent 

applications in concrete members 

(Table 1). Slash ties are recommended 

for tying the reinforcement in slabs, 

ring slash and crown ties in walls, 

and crown or hairpin ties in beams 

and columns. The tying forms 

an integral part of the system to 

achieve the correct positioning of the 

reinforcement.
The standard contains requirements 

for the tying, and the types of ties 

shown in Figure 1 should be speci ed 

and used for the correct application. 

Note that the ends of the tying wire 

should not encroach into the concrete 

cover.
Use of spacers and chairs

Spacers are required to be  xed to 

the links, reinforcement, or welded 

steel fabric nearest to the face of 

the concrete to which the cover is 

speci ed. If coloured, textured, pro led 

or exposed aggregate  nishes are 

required, the reinforcement can be 

spaced either off  the opposite face, or 

by the use of chairs.

The use of spacers and chairs 

follows some very simple rules. As bar 

and welded steel fabric reinforcement 

behave diff erently under loading, the 

rules for the use of spacers and chairs 

vary accordingly.
Ò|  Spacers are  xed to the 

reinforcement nearest to the surface 

of the concrete (Figure 2) (except 

for cementitious line spacers; 

Figure 3), i.e.  xed to the links in 

beams and columns.

Ò|  Chairs are  xed between layers of 

reinforcement (except for individual 

chairs), i.e. to the top and bottom 

layers of reinforcement in a slab, or 

the faces of a wall.
The general rule for spacers is that 

they shall be  xed to bar reinforcement 

at centres not exceeding 50d, where 

d is the size of the bar to which they 

are  xed, and in staggered rows. See 

Figure 1(a) in BS 7973-2.

The general rule for welded steel 

fabric is that spacers shall be  xed to 

the fabric at centres not exceeding 

500mm in two directions at right 

angles. See Figure 1(b) in BS 7973-

2.
There are additional rules for 

spacers at the edges of slabs, and 

in beams, columns and walls. See 

Figures 5, 7, 8 and 9 in BS 7973-2.

Chairs support the top 

reinforcement from the bottom 

reinforcement. They should be 

positioned at centres not exceeding 

50d for bar reinforcement or 500mm 

for welded steel fabric reinforcement 

and be positioned directly above the 

spacers which support the bottom 

layer of reinforcement. The size of 

the top reinforcement governs the 

spacing of the chairs, which then 

governs the spacing of the spacers.

For more details of the 

requirements for the positioning of 

spacers and chairs, see BS 7973.

Specifying spacers and 

chairsWhen considering design 

documentation that includes 

speci cations and construction 

drawings, it is useful to distinguish 

between ‘small’ and ‘large’ projects.

For ‘small’ projects, the spacers 

and chairs can be added to the end 

of the bar bending reinforcement 

schedule. This has proved to be 

an eff ective way to ensure that the 

spacers and chairs are included 

in the project. The inclusion of the 

quantity of spacers in addition to the 

speci cation of the types is provided 

on the premise of guidance. 

Nevertheless, this has been found to 

greatly assist contractors.
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Technical   Historic plaster ceilings (part 2)
Historic plaster ceilings. 

Part 2: Survey, assessment 

and methods of conservation

SCOTT BROOKES

BEng, MSc, CEng, MIStructE

Conservation Accredited Engineer; 

Associate, Ramboll, London, UK

Introduction
Following last month’s article on the 

historical development of plasterwork and 

the typical root causes of ceiling failure 1, 

part 2 now goes on to outline the practical 

assessment and interpretation phase: 

methods of underside and topside ceiling 

inspection, how to interpret the inspection’s 

 ndings, and specifying an appropriate 

maintenance or remedial strategy.

 Ceiling surveys
An engineer may be asked to carry out a 

survey as part of a regular scheduled 

certi cation inspection arising from ABTT 

Guidance Note 20 2, or in response to 

noticeable changes in the ceiling’s line, level 

or  nish.As with all historic fabric, during the 

survey they must often consider several 

stages of repairs, redecoration 

programmes and alterations which may 

obscure the original form. It is the role of 

the conservation engineer to decipher the 

fabric’s chronological development, so as 

to specify investigations and remedial 

works appropriately.
 UndersideInspection of the ceiling underside should 

be alongside a suitably experienced plaster 

specialist; it is foremost visual and tactile, 

relying on manual and digital level checks 

and the gentle application of pressure to 

qualitatively assess the plaster bond and 

support. Broadly speaking, the inspection 

should check the following:

Ò|  Cracking (position, direction and extent) 

– craze cracking can suggest shrinkage. 

Rectilinear cracks usually correlate with 

support members over. Diagonal cracks 

can indicate twisting.

Ò|  Detachment – applying pressure from 

the underside will help identify potential 

problem areas where support is limited 

or has been lost. This may be 

delaminated plaster or failure of the 

support wad or key (Figure 1). Beware 

mistaking thick layers of peeling paint for 

inter-coat plaster delamination.

éFIGURE 1: Typical 

lath-and-plaster build-

up in cross-section with 

typical fracture location
vaulted ceilings are at signi cantly lower 

risk of collapse than  at areas, with 

independent, de-bonded plaster 

bene tting from arching action.

Ò|  Moisture staining – note the presence, 

extent and timescale. The surface can 

be powdery through salt permeation. 

Check for corresponding void service 

leak or roof failure.

Ò|  Ongoing issues – paint  akes and drips 

on the  oor can steer investigations.

 Remote methods

Remote survey methods, such as point 

cloud laser scanning and high-resolution 

photogrammetry, allow production of 

re ected ceiling plan spot level or distortion 

maps (Figure 2). These can 

diagrammatically represent levels of 

movement at each coplanar feature at up 

to ±3mm accuracy relative to an agreed 

horizontal datum level or previous scans.

If the map shows movement, follow-up 

hands-on inspections can be targeted, 

avoiding the need for high-level access to 

the whole ceiling every one, two or  ve 

years. The raw data collected can also 

serve as the basis of a 3D model of the 

underside and void spaces that can be 

used to create or tie into BIM models.

 AccessGetting to ceilings of publicly accessible 

spaces in small windows of time can prove 

tricky. Ladders and scaff old towers are 

quick but can pose risks and are only 

suitable for small areas of relatively low 

ceilings.If  oor structure and access routes 

permit, cherry pickers and scissor lifts can 

be brought in and out in small windows of 

Ò|  Movement across phases of 

construction tells a diff erent story to 

movement within a single phase or 

feature. With respect to lath and plaster, 

the plaster isn’t secured to the frame by 

the hooked nib alone, with anecdotal 

evidence showing the plaster’s adhesion 

to the underside of the laths and at the 

‘key’ to be at least equally important. 

Close attention to the presence of this 

key at damaged ceiling topsides may 

allow a more sympathetic conservation 

strategy.Ò|  Enrichment – check the  xity of heavy 

mouldings, often over 100kg, e.g. 

cartouches, bosses, scrolls, swags, 

pendants. Look or scan for nailed or 

screwed  xings. Mouldings could 

comprise wood, lime plaster, carton-

pierre, Bielefeld or composition.

Ò|  Past repairs – record the extent, 

technique, material employed and its 

suitability, and consider the likelihood of 

defect recurrence.

Ò|  Ceiling line and level – measure the 

shape and magnitude of distortion. Is it 

original to the construction, recent but 

static, ongoing and progressive, or 

cyclical? The plaster diaphragm, being 

rigidly  xed to the primary building 

structure, correctly interpreted can 

often acutely show underlying building 

issues such as subsidence of perimeter 

walls or issues with the structure of the 

 oor above. It should be remembered 

that lime plaster, particularly earlier, 

more haired mixes, can sustain 

signi cantly greater de ection than 

later, stiff er, thicker lime mixes, as well 

as  brous plaster.

Ò|  Ceiling form – covings, domes or 
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éFIGURE 2: Re ected ceiling plan spot levels (red) and distortion mapping (blue)

POINT CLOUD LASER SCANNING AND HIGH-

RESOLUTION PHOTOGRAMMETRY ALLOW 

PRODUCTION OF REFLECTED CEILING PLAN 

SPOT LEVEL OR DISTORTION MAPS

time. A cherry picker is typically preferred to 

a scissor lift as the articulation and 

horizontal projection of the boom can reach 

over immovable obstacles or into niches. 

Tracked ‘spider-type’ cherry pickers can 

move up steeper inclines and through 

doorways.If warranted, a full bird-cage scaff old or 

crash deck (Figure 3) can be installed over 

the full  oor area below to prop the ceiling 

off , protect the public and allow tactile 

inspection/repair of the full ceiling without 

disruption.TopsideThe topside survey should map the 

structural morphology of the ceiling frame 

with respect to the underside features, 

gauge the key materials, and investigate 

any defects and discontinuities. It should 

be tactile as far as possible, ensuring safe 

passage through the space.

If you are called out to a ceiling exhibiting 

signi cant sagging/delamination, every 

eff ort should be made to get topside 

access before making any 

recommendations; in isolation the 

underside presentation can look far more 

onerous than the reality.

The following should be considered 

before accessing a void:

Ò|  Asbestos – check the asbestos register 

for test record and certi cation and, if 

present, consider options to safely enter 

to very gently clean the space, or 

whether you could encapsulate discrete 

areas of the void without restricting 

future inspection or air  ow.

Ò|  Con ned spaces – does it constitute a 

con ned space? Are suitable health and 

safety procedures and a risk 

assessment and method statement 

(RAMS) established?

Ò|  Access and loading – review the existing 

access-way; what member(s) does it 

bear onto? Does live loading cause 

excessive de ection in the frame? It may 

require design of a new suspended 

access-way from primary structure or 

slab soffi  t over. Rope access specialists 

may be employed to avoid loading of 

frames entirely, say, during asbestos 

removal, investigation or walkway 

construction, or to drop into deep voids 

or coving cavities.

Ò|  Equipment – non-destructive tools such 

as dental mirrors and hand-held metal 

detectors are critical to the survey. It is 

not uncommon for wadding ties to 

contain wires or for later metal retro tting 

to be concealed. Always wear fall 

restraint harnesses suitably tied off , in 

line with RAMS. Decay-detecting drilling 

by a suitably experienced engineer or 

timber specialist may be employed to 

determine the extent of fabric loss; this 

can also provide approximate relative 

timber density for later analysis.

Historic plaster ceilings (part 2)  Technical

ìFIGURE 3: Ceilings 

with support issues 

can be temporarily 

propped off  full 
scaff old crash deck, 

taking care not to 

jack ceiling or restrict 

access to face for 

conservation works
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Membership  
by age group

Total number  
of members by  
membership grade

1

3

5

2

4

6

Member 10,496 / 35.81%

Student 6,888 / 23.5%

Associate-Member 823 / 2.81%

Graduate 9,296 / 31.72%

Fellow 1,503 / 5.13%

Technician member 156 / 0.53%
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Concrete

4,638

Steel

4,569

Glass

251

Timber

1,317
Metal/aluminium

239

Historic materials

449

Masonry –  
brick/block

829

Composite – 
steel/concrete 
construction

1,960

4
Structural 
analysis
13,993

9
Architecture

8,192

1
Buildings – 
commercial
15,937

6
Tall buildings/ 
towers/masts

9,092

2
Buildings –  
domestic
14,627

7
Retaining 
structures
8,851

3
Buildings – 
industrial
14,603

8
Bridges
8,651

5
Foundations

11,906

10
Frames/joints 
& connections

8,180
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The Structural  
Engineer magazine

● Circulation 16,000
● Published  

11 times a year

CPD modules 
● Author an exclusive 

CPD module to feature 
in The Structural 

Engineer magazine 
and on the website

E-newsletters  
● 41,000 recipients

Solus  
newsletters 

● Up to 37,000  
recipients

Website 
● 460,431 TSE web 

page views

TSE Media channels give you the opportunity to 
reach highly engaged, targeted members in the 
right way and at the right time. We have a number of 
different media opportunities available to ensure 
your message reaches your audience.

The Structural Engineer magazine: the 
flagship publication for the Institution. 
It contains articles on structural 
engineering projects, technical and 
business guidance, and features 
and opinion-based articles for 
practising engineers, and is 
considered the most valuable 
benefit by members. 

IStructE website: the digital home 
of IStructE, providing members 
with resources, news, updates and 
membership information. 
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CPD modules: share your 
technical insights and 
capabilities with members by 

authoring a CPD module to be 
included in The Structural Engineer. 
CPD is a requirement for Chartered, 
Associate and Technician members 
each year.  

E-newsletters: The Structural 
Engineer monthly e-newsletter  
is distributed to Institution  
members and other civil/structural  
engineering professionals. 

Solus newsletters: providing 
you with the opportunity to send a 
dedicated email, created by you, 
direct to the inboxes of our members 
and wider professional audience. 
The average number of downloads 
generated exceeds 1,000 per email.
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To provide you with a bit more information 
about CPD modules specifically, they aren’t 
an advertorial as such, but rather viewed 
as sponsored technical content, i.e. the 
credibility rests upon the technical quality of 
what is produced - heightening your profile by 
association. Members are required to complete 
a certain amount of CPD each year which is 
reported to the Institution and CPD modules form 
a valuable part of this. 

They provide the perfect way for you to share 
your technical insights with members and 
communicate the technical capabilities of  
your products and services, offering: 

●  profile raising and ‘lead generation’ 
opportunities, sitting alongside The  
Structural Engineer’s high value technical 
content, your CPD module will enable you  
to gain exposure in The Structural  
Engineer in print and online 

●  association with the delivery of  
high value learning content 

●  increased awareness of  

Target the highest quality 
database of structural 
engineers by sending  
them a dedicated email, 
created by you. 
As these emails are in  
such high demand, there 
are limited slots available 
each year. 
As you are directly 

reaching the inboxes of 
members, solus emails 
are very effective for 
sharing information from 
your organisation and 
are a hugely successful 
lead generation tool, for 
promoting events, or 
downloads such as a 
white paper. 

your brand and product 
●  real leads in the form of the contact details of  

those completing the CPD module and consenting  
to receiving further information from you. 

By authoring a CPD module you receive: 
●  sponsorship of a CPD module in The Structural 

Engineer (including up to four pages of 
copy/images including questionnaire) in 
one issue 

●  ‘Supplied and sponsored by’ and 
logo on first page of module

●  access to data of individuals 
completing the CPD 
module (subject to 
GDPR opt-in)

29% 
 

open rate for 
full commercial 

solus emails

34% 

open rate for 
segmented  
commercial 

solus

For more information and to get in touch with the media team, contact Janette Millan / janette.millan@cplone.co.uk / +44 (0) 1223 378 008
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Advertise across all our membership touchpoints to 
reach the widest audience possible. We have created 
some sample packages below to help you showcase 
your business to our audience of structural engineers 
according to your strategic requirements:

Brand awareness New to market Thought leadership Lead generation

Raise your profile among 
IStructE members by increasing 
your exposure and regularly 
promoting your products and 
services throughout the year, 
or at strategic times, with the 
following options:  

●  Magazine display  
full-page advert

●  Newsletter  
header button

Introduce yourself with a bang! 
If it’s your first time marketing  
to the Institution, or if you  
haven’t advertised for a while, 
make the right impact with the 
following options: 

●  Magazine display  
double-page spread advert

●  Newsletter  
display banner 

Lead the conversation and be seen 
as a driver of change by ensuring 
your brand is associated with the 
delivery of high-value content 
and learning. To promote your 
messaging and associate your 
brand with key topics and issues, 
try the following options:   

●  Advertorial in The 
Structural Engineer

●  Content sponsorship
●  Solus email (segmented) – 

target an audience of up to 
10,000 members by specific 
area/s of interest

●  E-newsletter native advert

Gain exposure and increased 
awareness of your brand, 
products and services while 
making direct contact with 
members and capturing vital 
contact information, with the 
following options:

●  Magazine display  
full-page advert

●  Sponsored CPD module
●  Solus email (full send) – 

access to full database  
of 37,000

One month: £2,860 One month: £4,940 One month: £6,400 One month: £9,270
Annual rate: £2,540 per month Annual rate: £4,388 per month Annual rate: £5,700 per month Annual rate: £8,240 per month
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Size Rate Specifications (WxH)
Display
1 Double-page spread £4,972 Type: 398 x 250 mm

Trim: 420 x 280 mm
Bleed: 426 x 286 mm

2 Cover positions £2,801 Type: 186 x 250 mm
Trim: 210 x 280 mm
Bleed: 216 x 286 mm

2 Full page £2,652

3 Half page £1,838 Horizontal: 186 x123 mm
Vertical: 91 x 250 mm

4 Third-page strip (solus) £1,838 186 x 75 mm
CPD module  
(up to 4 pages) £5,198

Directory
a 1/4 page £630 90 x 110 mm
b 1/8 page £368 90 x 50 mm
c 1/16 page £210 42 x 50 mm

E-newsletter
Button £683 300 x 60 px
Banner £788 640 x 100 px
Native sponsored content  
plus image and link

£893 Sponsored content of 30 words,  
plus image 300 x 200 px

MPU From £683 300 x 250 px
Solus content-based emails £4,725

Products and services
1/8 page Products and Services panels in The Structural Engineer are available at £183.

Inserts
Starting at £100 per thousand for a 5-gram insert. Price on application for heavier weights.

Creative solutions
Contact us for rates for any other creative print or digital execution, such as:
●  Tip-ons
●  Spread markers
●  Belly bands

Magazine website banners
Leaderboard and MPU advert on The Structural Engineer website for 30 days – £1,800.

1

a b

c c

c c

b

a32 4

Print
All print advertisements must be supplied as high-resolution print-ready 
pdf files. Images should be placed as CMYK eps, tiffs or jpeg files at a 
resolution of 300 dpi at actual size. Please do not supply GIF or RGB files.

Digital
All digital advertisements can be supplied as jpeg or GIF files.

Please supply all artwork to janette.millan@cplone.co.uk

For more information and to get in touch with the media team, contact Janette Millan / janette.millan@cplone.co.uk / +44 (0) 1223 378 008
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Conferences: 

 ● Young Researchers
 ●  Designing for construction 

productivity
 ●  Young Engineers
 ● Small and medium-sized 

enterprises
 ●  Reuse of existing buildings

Structural Awards  
sponsorship: 

There are four main categories 
for award sponsorship, based 
on the four key attributes 
that exemplify structural 
engineering achievement: 

 ● Planet
 ●  People
 ●  Process 
 ●  Profession 

Industry workshops/webinars:

 ●  A 250-word description of the 
event (plus image) featured on 
the Institution’s website

 ● A posting to the IStructE 
LinkedIn ‘promotion’ board 

 ●  2x event listings in our 
members’ e-newsletter 

 ●  For further information please 
visit IStructE Events

Technical lecture series: 
 

 ●  Up to 10 lectures a year 
 ●  4x 500-word promotional 

thought leadership content 
 ●  10,000 registrations a year

For more information and to get in touch with the Sponsorship team, contact Ryan Kowo, Commercial and Venue Manager / +44 (0)7818 056 267 / ryan.kowo@istructe.org

For more information, please contact
Ryan Kowo Commercial 

and Venue Manager 
+44 (0)7818 056 267  

ryan.kowo@istructe.org
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Publication date Theme Booking deadline
February 2024 Modern methods of construction (modular/off-site) 19 January 2024

March 2024 Conservation engineering 16 February 2024

April 2024 The future of concrete 15 March 2024

May 2024 ‘Everyday’ bridge design – pedestrian and small-scale 19 April 2024

June 2024 Circularity and reuse of materials 17 May 2024

July 2024 Durability – good detailing and rectifying defects 14 June 2024

August 2024 Domestic/small-scale residential projects – retrofitting (and other interventions) 19 July 2024

September 2024 Good practice in timber design 16 August 2024

October 2024 Computational modelling – pitfalls and good practice 13 September 2024

November/December 2024 Structural Awards 24 October 2024

January 2025 TBC 13 December 2024
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To find out more about our advertising 
opportunities, please get in touch:

Janette Millan
+44 (0) 1223 378 008
janette.millan@cplone.co.uk


